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Course evaluation

Thank you for giving us your honest feedback! 
The results from the evaluation are used to improve the course and they will be discussed in the Programme Council for the PhD Programme.

Learning outcome

To what extent...

Feel free to elaborate.

It was good to discuss ethical challenge within my research project with people from other disciplines. Especially I could think upon something that I 
usually take for granted (e.g. ethical challenge regarding using placebo). Also group discussion for preparing a presentation was also very 
informative.

• 

We ask for specific, focused, and respectful feedback. 
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To what extent...

Feel free to elaborate.

It would be great to get feedback also • 

Examination

To what extent was the examination (group presentation) capable of testing the learning outcomes?

Antall svar: 

Please elaborate, or give us advice on the examination form.

Maybe not so easy to present each students contribution, but worked fine• 

Curriculum

11
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How did you find the amount and difficulty level of the curriculum?

Do you have any comments regarding the curriculum?

How do you rate your own participation  in the course from 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent)?

Antall svar: Snitt: Median: 

What could you have done differently?

Maybe ask more questions.• 

Started reading literature earlier• 

Read more in advance• 
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Do you have general comments on the course or specific proposals for improvement?

It would be beneficial to have more open debate ethical discussions within the specific PhD programs. For instance, one of the most useful 
sessisons was the second day where two pyschology reserachers dissagree about the validity and ethics of general intelligence tests IQ tests. 
However it was cut short. Thus, it would be useful to have gorup discussions/debates within the respective academic communities to further 
challange our own assumptions and belief.s

• 

Liked the course very much!• 

Thak you for your feedback!


